Cognitive Engineering and
Decision Making Technical Group
The Cognitive Engineering and Decision Making Technical Group was established to serve HFES
members who share an interest in human cognition and decision making in a variety of complex
real-world tasks. CETG encourages research on cognitive engineering and the application of this
knowledge to the design, development, and maintenance of machines, automation, and other support
systems, training programs, personnel selection devices, and coordination environments for people
who work in teams or groups.
TECHNICAL FOCUS
CETG seeks to understand how people make decisions in real settings. The technical group is interested in advances in the theory of cognition in actual work environments, empirical results obtained
from the study of real-world decision processes, and innovative methodologies for conducting
research in natural settings. This focus is called naturalistic decision making and includes an examination
of situations with the following characteristics:
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ill-structured problems
Uncertain information and missing data
Time stress
High risk
Group or team settings
Dynamic environments with rapidly changing information and goals
Complex systems requiring a series of critical decisions
Decisions in the context of large, complex organizations
Incompatible goals of two or more group members or between the decision maker and the larger
organization

The CETG supports research that grapples with the messy, hard-to-define, and difficult to study
realities that confront humans as they attempt to interact effectively with a complex environment.
Emphasis is on descriptive models of decision making, by people alone or in conjunction with other
individuals or intelligent systems, and the factors affecting decision-making and cognition in realistic
settings.
The CETG focus on human cognition in real-world contexts encompasses all aspects of human
problem solving, including situation awareness, problem definition, solution validation and
metacognition. There is an interest in understanding how people structure their knowledge and the
nature of human error and how better to design systems based on this knowledge.
The CETG is interested in understanding the nature and structure of real-world expertise and expert
knowledge. This knowledge is used to enhance efforts in eliciting and representing knowledge from
human experts in computerized decision aids or expert systems.
The CETG does not focus on any one-application area. It rather seeks to find and apply theories,
principles, and methods to support user-centered design and enhanced training programs in many
different contexts and domains, including aviation, air traffic control, process control, transportation,
manufacturing systems, maintenance and diagnostic systems, medical and emergency services,
teleoperations, command and control, and military systems. Applications of CEDM work include
interfaces for complex and distributed systems, ecological interface designs and situation awareness
oriented designs, interfaces for collaborative systems, technologies for supporting human decision
making, human-centered automation, and training programs for improving decision making.

MEMBERSHIP
The CETG draws members from educational institutions, government agencies, branches of the
military, and a wide variety of consulting, manufacturing, and contracting firms in private industry.
CETG was formed to provide an integrated forum within HFES for the growing interest in cognitive
engineering and decision making in a wide variety of domains. It serves to encourage research, to
disseminate knowledge, and to facilitate discussion and the exchange of information among its members on these topics.
BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP
CETG performs a variety of functions and services including sponsoring technical paper sessions,
special symposia, and poster sessions on topics in decision making and cognition at the HFES Annual
Meeting. Members also receive the CETG Newsletter and have access to the CEDM Web site, Internet
List Server, LinkedIn and Facebook social networking sites which provide important news,
descriptions of current research, discussions of current issues, and announcements of interest.
It is not necessary to be an HFES member to join CETG. Additional information or membership in
CETG can be found in the HFES Web site http://hfes.org or through the CEDM Web Site Page:
http://www.cedm.hfes.org
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